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Objectives

1) assess country-specific and global risk
perceptions and their social amplification on
online social media

2) facilitate the generation, usage, and analysis
of count time series extracted from web data

Data problem

Count data can be generated from texts by sim-
ply counting the number of posts containing specific
words of interest.

1)download Twitter posts containing the word
“risk(s)” with metadata

2) geographical classification:
• daily counts of posts matching the country-specific
dictionaries (for US, UK)
• daily counts of posts not matching any of the previous
conditions (global)

Dataset: 3-dim count time series {yUS,t, yUK,t, zt}t,
at daily frequency from April 2016 to February 2017
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Figure 1: Time series of word counts from Twitter posts from 1 April 2016 to 1 March
2017, for the US and the UK.

Data features:
1) country-specific attention
• “smooth” evolution in most of the sample

2) global attention
• encodes the overall perception of global risks (geopolitical,
economic, financial, epidemic)
• responsible for the common movements of the
country-level series

3) jumps
• topic may go viral
• exceptional events affecting the aggregate behaviour on
social media (e.g., diffusion of breaking news, outbreak of
popularity of an issue, spreading of contents from
influential users)

Contribution

�method:
•novel statistical model (SS-CJ) to identify the
drivers of the intensity of public concern, from
social media multivariate count time series
• identify the timing, persistence, and scale of
social amplification events

�Twitter application:
•data about “risk” perception in US, UK
•disentangle series-specific (country) effects from
common (global) contributions to the intensity,
while controlling for exogenous factors
• extracted series-specific intensities are used to
highlight the country-specific contributions to the
fluctuations of the VIX index

SS-CJ model

The state space representation of the model is
zt|wt ∼ Poi(wt + exp(v′z,tφz))

yj,t|wt, xj,t, ξj, sj,t ∼ Poi(wt+xj,t(1+ξj,sj,t)+exp(v′j,tφj))
xj,t+1|xj,t ∼ NcGa(αj, βjxj,t, δj)
wt+1|wt ∼ NcGa(αw, βwwt, δw)

where sj,t is 2-state Markov chain, NcGa is the non-
central Gamma distribution and the transitions de-
fine an autoregressive Gamma process [1] ARG(1):
(xj,t)t∼ARG(1)⇔ xj,t+1|xj,t∼NcGa(αj, βjxj,t, δj)

Observables Latents
zt global counts wt global intensity
yj,t country counts xj,t country intensity

ξj country jump

Important Result

Disentangling the drivers of option implied volatility (VIX) using
country-specific latent intensities with social amplification.

Figure 2: VIX (solid black, left axis) and local intensities with amplification
(right axis): US (dashed blue) and UK (dashed red).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
const 13.591*** 13.711*** 14.168*** 13.327*** 1.984***

(0.401) (0.422) (0.449) (0.400) (0.680)
x̃US -0.258* -0.346** -0.309* -0.124***

(0.184) (0.175) (0.211) (0.048)
x̃UK 1.298** 1.222* 1.318** 0.104

(0.780) (0.756) (0.788) (0.176)
V IXt−1 0.863***

(0.051)
R̄2 0.130 0.124 0.009 0.124 0.770

Table 1: Linear regression of VIX on local intensity with amplification,
x̃j,t = xj,t(1 + ξj,sj,t

). Models: (a) contemporaneous US, UK; (b) lagged US,
UK; (c) contemporaneous US; (d) contemporaneous UK; (e) lagged VIX, US,
UK. Robust SE; * 10%, ** 5%, *** 1% statistical significance.

Literature

Web data and count time series are increasingly pop-
ular: forecasting and econometrics [2], finance [3]

Potential of online activity records for tracking ag-
gregate behaviour and infer opinion dynamics:
• identify collective signalling behaviours
generating global, but temporally localized,
information avalanches [4]
•Twitter posts about climate hazards used to
identify the intensity of societal concerns for
climate-change related risks [5]

US, UK Twitter data on risk
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Figure 3: Left: observed data (black) and posterior mean of filtered states (dashed red
lines) and jumps (red stars). Right: posterior distribution of social amplification factor.
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Figure 4: Left: observations (black) and estimated chains sj,t: regime 2 (grey), regime
1 (white). Right: distribution of the durations of social amplification regime (regime 2).

Inference

Gibbs sampler for posterior approximation
•W,Xj via Particle filter (Selection/Mutation)
•Sj via Forward Filter Backward Sampler
•α,β, δ,φ, ξ via adaptive random walk MH

Conclusion

•new SS-CJ model disentangles multiple drivers of
intensity and jumps
•positive effect of Brexit referendum on UK
aggregate risk perception, both on jump and
persistent intensity
•positive impact of Trump’s election on US
aggregate risk perception
• latent intensities xj,t useful in the explanation
and prediction of the VIX
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